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MENU
ZIGGY ALBERTS
Searching For Freedom 2021
Ziggy Alberts, a male singer-songwriter, born on the Sunshine Coast in
Queensland, perfectly embodies the spirit of an independent artist.

JACK BOTTS
Sucker For Sunsets 2023 
Jack Botts emerges as a refreshing talent hailing from the Northern
Rivers of New South Wales, offering a brand of surf folk that's infused
with profound depth and substance.

PETE MURRAY
PM BEST OF 2023
Pete stands as one of Australia's most cherished singer-songwriters.
Within the Australian music scene, he remains unwaveringly dedicated
to perpetual growth and artistic evolution. 

TONES AND I

Welcome To The Madhouse 2021 
Tones and I, is an Australian singer, songwriter, and record producer.
She gained international acclaim with her chart-topping single "Dance
Monkey," which not only reached number one in her homeland of
Australia but also dominated the charts in over 30 countries.

ZIGGY ALBERTS
Dancing In The Dark 2022
This album features ten enchanting acoustic folk tracks that perfectly
capture the essence of Ziggy's “comforting and eas music." 

BEN CAMDEN
Slow Love 2022
The album beautifully displays Ben‘s mastery of multiple instruments,
rich baritone vocals, and the dynamic range of his songwriting talents.



BUSBY MAROU

Blood Red 2023
Rockhampton born Marou, delves into their most intimate and
personal experiences, with songs that convey the challenges faced
on the land, the significance of human connections, and a deep
yearning for the warmth of home and the company of loved ones.

VIOLENT SOHO
Everything Is A-Ok 2020
This group originated as an Australian alternative rock band in 2004,
hailing from the Brisbane suburb of Mansfield, Queensland. Initially,
they went by the name "showroom."

THE JUNGLE GIANTS
Quiet Ferocity 2017
The Jungle Giants, an indie rock band from Brisbane, Queensland,
Australia, came together in 2011. To date, they've unveiled four full-
length albums and two EPs.

AMY SHEPPARD 
Nothing But Wild 2022
Amy Sheppard, hailing from Brisbane, Australia, is a country music
artist who has also gained recognition for her accomplishments in
the global pop band Sheppard.

LAST DINOSAURS 
Wellness 2015
Last Dinosaurs, an indie rock band from Brisbane, Queensland,
Australia, came together in 2007. They are a quartet hailing from
Australia, and their vibrant, anthemic sound draws inspiration from
the dance rock of the early 2000s.

POWDERFINGER

Vulture Street 2003
For numerous Australians, Powderfinger has encapsulated those
pivotal moments in life: from lost loves to meaningful connections,
acts of defiance to unforgettable parties, anthems that resonated
with you, and ballads that touched your heart.

Vignette Collection hotels specialise in crafting ‘Memorable Rituals’, delivering unexpected
moments that make every stay truly unforgettable. At Hotel X, we invite guests to

experience the melodies of our local grown Australian talent, now some of the biggest
names in the music industry.

SAVAGE GARDEN

Savage Garden (White Vinyl) 1997
This iconic group hails from Brisbane Queensland, starting the
famous duo in 1993. 
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